An inter-disciplinary project-based learning program to accelerate the development of innovation and enterprise skills

Setting there
Students can be dropped off to Yhuuramulum from 8:15 am or catch the bus from school
Students can be picked up from Yhuuramulum from 3:20 pm or bus back to school

What to wear and bring
• School PE uniform is to be worn each day, including a hat
• Fully charged laptop
• Enclosed travel mug
• Water bottle
• Lunch or order from the Canteen to be delivered direct to Yhuuramulum

Integrated sport and recreation program

Contact
Program Coordinator
Stephanie Spiller
stephanie.spiller@cggs.act.edu.au

Program Dates
Week 1 - 11 to 15 February 2019
Week 2 - 17 to 21 June 2019
Week 3 - 12 to 16 August 2019